Convert early Accupan bun lines from original Bonfiglioli gearmotor to newer SEW-Eurodrive gearmotor

**A.C. Kicker Roller Conversion Upgrade Kit**

Converts existing Bonfiglioli DC or AC motor to current SEW-Eurodrive AC gearmotor

- Improves reliability, eliminates higher Bonfiglioli cost, and reduces replacement lead-time

- Available for 4, 6, and 8-across machine widths for late-model Accupans (est. 1999 - 2009)
A.C. Kicker Roller Conversion Upgrade Kit

KEY FEATURES

- Direct retrofit for late-model Accupans built from approximately 1999 - 2009
- Maintains safety aspect with included torque limiter (clutch)
- FDA-approved materials of construction for direct food-contact
- Straight-forward installation

KIT INCLUDES

- New 1/3 HP gearmotor, torque limiter, shaft, chain, and sprockets
- New bearings, mounts, and guards
- New kicker roller sections with wider grooves for improved dough ball transfer to zig-zag
- May also include motor inverter, protector, and drawing updates (depending on existing machine)